Cushman golfster wiring diagram

Troubleshooting the Cushman Golfster is an easy task using the wiring diagrams and exploded
view drawings below. Many vehicles of this age have been rewired sometimes badly and having
a guide to the original circuitry is vital. The and series numbers indicate electric vehicles, for
industrials, and for Golfsters. They were not tagged with a series number but were given serial
numbers. In the hyphenated series number was dropped and the vehicles are identified by the
model number , , etc. A list of these model numbers can be found here. The Golfster and
Industrial vehicles were electric only and the 18hp gasoline-powered Golfster was introduced in
The Golfster and Industrial have two selector switches â€” one for two speeds, and one for
forward and reverse. They have a two belt drive and no external charging plug. The Golfster and
Industrial have one selector switch. Motor 3. Circuit Breaker 7. Foot Switch â€” 2 Step Control 8.
Horn 9. Horn Button Headlight Light Switch Tail Light Fuse Cigar Lighter. They have a three belt
drive and a four-prong external charging plug. The Cigar Lighter is discontinued. Circuit
Breaker 6. Reverse Warning Light 7. Foot Switch â€” 3 Step Control 8. Flasher Charging Plug
They have a three belt drive and a twist-lock external charging plug. It is now equipped with two
battery racks. They have a three belt drive and a three-blade external charging plug. It is now
equipped with two battery racks and a 3 blade Test Meter Plug. Resistor Test Meter Plug. Club
Car Golf carts have evolved many times since , and although the basic electrical design has
stayed close to the same, there are small differences. These differences are important when The
speed controller measures out current and battery voltage to the electric vehicles' motor to
raise and lower speed on the golf cart. It monitors the state of the motor and generates signals
to Skip to content. The Golfster and Industrial vehicles were electric only and the 18hp
gasoline-powered Golfster was introduced in Article Contents. Dashed lines indicate the
accessory wiring. Continue Reading. Jim's Cushman Scooter Site. Cushman Club Of America
Information. Jim's Engine Overhaul Manual. New Content. Historic Information. Cushman Model
ID. Vanguard Center. Cushman Time Line. Cushman Links. Cushman Pictures. Truckster
Pictures. Other Scooter Pictures. Cushman Dealers. Cushman Literature. Links Page. Cushman
Show Pictures. The Site Search link can be used to find every occurrence of any word or words
at this web site. The Site Search is very powerful and can help you find information contained in
the technical and historic articles. Be sure to also see the article on Vanguard Engine
Conversions. What Spark Plug should I use? Most references state that a Champion 7 spark
plug was used for and earlier scooters. However, the Cushman manual for the model 32 and 34
published in states that the correct plug is a Champion 6M. A suitable substitute for either is the
Champion D and this is also the correct plug for all later engines that do not have a tapered
seat. Heads with tapered seats used a Champion F14Y, which is no longer made but some
Cushman dealers may still have a few in stock. You should make your own determination as to
the suitability of any of these alternate plugs. Be sure not to put a tapered seat plug in your
non-tapered seat head or it will likely be ruined. I gap all plugs at. Cushman gave various
recommendations for gaps over the years,. If you have excessive fouling problems you can go
to a higher heat range plug. A higher number plug is hotter and a lower number is colder. Many
of the hopped up engines work best with a colder plug. How can I tell if my Magneto is OK?
Obtain a test spark plug like the Tool 4 sold by Cushman dealers. This special plug has a clip
welded to the grounded side that you can attach to any convenient grounded object. It has a
much wider gap than your regular plug. Find a location out of full sun, connect the spark plug
wire to the test plug and kick the engine over normally. You should see an intense blue spark. If
your magneto does not have sufficient voltage to jump the gap on the test plug it will not jump
the gap on your regular plug satisfactorily when the engine is under compression. A weak
magneto will cause the engine to be very hard to start and may cause it to cut out as you open
the throttle. It will also cause spark plug fouling. Here is a tip that will help you. If you try to start
your engine and it is very hard to start and seems to fire or backfire a lot, the most likely cause
is either a weak magneto coil, a fouled spark plug, or oxidized or dirty points. It takes much
more voltage to jump the gap when the spark plug is under compression so if it tends to cut out
when you accelerate most likely have an ignition problem. Since the Cushman engine fires
every rotation of the crank and the compression stroke occurs every other rotation, the unspent
gas charge will often ignite during the exhaust stroke when the plug is easy to fire. This gives
the impression that the engine is trying to start. When an engine is running normally the extra
spark has no effect on its operation. What is the Best Gasoline to Use? All Cushman engines
are low compression and will run just fine with octane gas. Because we sometimes do not run
our scooters for an extended time the quality and stability of the gas is more important than the
octane. I have used gasoline that turned dark and smelled stale after no more than four to six
months. I have also observed that Amoco 93 octane will stay crystal clear and appears quite
fresh after twice that long or even longer and this is my gas of choice. If I am forced to use
another brand while on the road I will drain it and replace it with Amoco before parking it. For

extended storage I add a fuel stabilizer. I do not recommend emptying the gas tank. If you have
problems with your spark plug fouling mixing 20 percent LL aviation gas or racing gas with 80
percent Amoco You will be surprised at how much cleaner your engine will be. How tight should
my primary drive belt be? In a word, it should be as slack as possible and still not slip. When
you over tighten the belt you put a unnecessary lateral force on both the engine, clutch, and
transmission bearings. You also increase rolling friction. Cushman used roller bearings in the
clutch that is designed for use with a belt and just bronze bushings in the ones designed for a
primary chain drive where there is much less lateral force acting on the bearings. Sometimes
the clear liquid belt dressing sold by NAPA stores and others can be used to prevent the belt
from slipping and avoid an excessively tight belt. A high quality serrated belt may also slip less.
Be sure that you do not buy one of the cheap belts designed for fans and small appliances.
Before you do this you should give it some serious consideration. The added power sounds
nice, and it usually works out fine, but there are reports of blocks cracking. Unless you are an
expert and know how to center the bore in the engine block you should not attempt it. Replacing
the cam with the newer higher lift cam will increase its power to about 7. Mill the head about. If
you want even more performance just put in a Rocket or similar high performance cam and
perhaps an oversize intake valve. If you install one of the extremely high lift cams like the
Rocket you must check to be sure that there is adequate clearance between the top of the valve
to the head and if not must be milled out directly above the valve the absolute minimum
necessary to provide clearance. The spark plug will also have to be selected by trial and error to
find one that seats with the electrode projection facing away from the large valve. The spark
plug can never be removed or installed unless the valves are seated because as the plug is
screwed in the electrode will hit the valve. An alternate is to fill in the existing spark plug hole
and drill a new hole a fraction of an inch farther to the rear and tap it for a modern spark plug
with a smaller threads. These modifications are not for the inexperienced, but any good engine
shop should be able to do the work for you. Most shops get really excited about working on a
Cushman engine. How do I get the flywheel off? On a Cushman Husky or Silver Eagle engine
the flywheel is removed by striking the end of the crankshaft with a ball peen hammer. Before
doing this you must remove the flywheel nut and lock washer. If this nut was installed to the old
Cushman specification it was tightened to 70 foot-pounds. It is going to take considerably more
than that to get it off. One or two blows should loosen the nut. Do not attempt keep the shaft
from turning by jamming any part of the flywheel or clutch with a crowbar or similar object.
After the nut and lock washer have been removed, screw a knockoff tool on the end of the
crankshaft threads, part number for the OMC engine or for the Cast Iron engine. The knockoff
tool is designed to prevent any damage to the crankshaft threads. If you attempt to remove the
flywheel without it or try to substitute a nut for the tool you may damage the crankshaft. Tap the
tool lightly while tightening it to be sure it is seated as far down as it will go. It will help if you
have a second person to put a little outward force it on the flywheel. Now strike the knockoff
tool smartly and squarely with a large ball peen hammer and the flywheel should pop loose. If it
does not come loose with the first strike be sure that the knockoff tool is still very tight on the
shaft before trying again. Be very careful when you do this because if you strike a fin it will
break off. When you are ready to reinstall the flywheel first tighten the nut as far as you can with
the breaker bar while your helper holds the flywheel by its perimeter. You can torque it to about
25 foot-pounds or more this way. The best way to tighten it the rest of the way is to purchase a
strap wrench that can hold the flywheel around its perimeter. The original Cushman method is
to strike the end of the breaker bar lightly with the hammer to tighten the nut a little more. If you
do it this way you just have to use your best judgment and shoot for about 50 to 60
foot-pounds. A couple good strikes should do the job. Do not over do it because over tightening
the nut may cause the flywheel to crack. Also be very careful with the mallet because you do not
want to loose a helper or break off a flywheel fin. How do I Adjust my Brakes? Your brake shoes
can be centered by first loosening the centering cam directly opposite the actuating cam. Have
a second person hold the brake petal down tightly to force the shoes to center. While the
person continues to hold the brake tighten the cam nut securely. The very earliest Cushman
Scooters used a separate 6 volt AC generator that was run by a belt. About they put lighting
coils inside the flywheel and called it a Permalite. The earliest of these Permalite systems
consisted of two very large coils in parallel that supplied six volts for the headlight and taillight.
One reason that the early lights burned out was because the dimmer switch took the headlight
out of the circuit too long when it was changed from low to high beam. While the headlight was
momentarily out of the circuit the taillight would occasionally blow from over voltage. With the
taillight blown the headlight would follow shortly because it now had too much voltage. There is
no voltage or current limiting of any sort in this early system and the voltage delivered to the
lights is pretty much a function of the lamp load and how fast the engine is running. The lights

are very poor at an idle, more so for the later small coils. In Cushman went to a greatly improved
volt system that featured two coils in parallel for the headlight, a separate coil the taillight, and
another separate one for the newly added stoplight. The three separate lighting leads exiting the
flywheel plate can identify this system. This system also uses an elementary form of current
limiting and it works very well. See the technical section in this web site for more information on
electrical systems. Watch that front end! If you acquire a new scooter check out the front end
before you go for a ride. On a Springer eagle check the bushings on the front suspension spring
arms for excessive play. On a tubular fork model check to be sure the bushings inside the lower
section are not worn excessively. Either of the above can cause the front end to go into an
uncontrollable oscillation. Also be sure that the fork bushings are tight and that fork will turn
smoothly from limit to limit. Springer Eagles and many other models use bushings. The tubular
fork models use ball bearings top and bottom with felt washers for grease seals. Oil is very
inexpensive when compared to engine damage. Under normal conditions I like to change my oil
about every miles although this may be a little too often. On a new rebuild I change the oil the
first time after one hour of operation. I am not going to go into what kind of oil to use because
there are so many strong opinions on the subject. I use straight 30 weight detergent oil made by
any major manufacturer that meets SG specifications. This is surely superior to any oil known
when Cushman Scooters were manufactured. Note: it is very hard to find oil that meets the SG
specification and there is some question about whether the newer classifications like SJ are
suitable for air cooled engines. I have found that Havoline makes a straight 30 weight oil that
meets both SG and the diesel classification CD and it should be ideal for our Cushman
scooters. You should check your tires to be sure they are in alignment. This is easily done with
a piece of string. Tie the string to one front axle bolt, run it forward around the tire and back to
the rear of the rear tire. Have a second person to hold the fork straight ahead while you do this.
Now pull the string very tight and have the person holding the fork turn it back and forth slightly
until the string just touches the back of the front tire as it passes by. You may have to adjust the
string down further on the tire to avoid obstructions and you may have to block the wheel to
keep it from turning. As the string just comes in contact with the back of the front tire the string
should also be touching the front and rear of the rear tire equally. If it is not, adjust the rear axle
and try again. Now, if your frame is straight, your transmission is in exact alignment, and you
are just plain lucky your sprockets will also be in perfect alignment. You will have to trim parts
of the flat bar to avoid interference with the frame. Cut it the right length to reach from the axle
nut to the far side of the smaller sprocket. Now hold the bar against the sprockets and see if
they are in alignment. If not you may find that your transmission is out of line or that your frame
is bent. If you are lucky enough to have them in alignment you are done, and you will know in
the future that when your sprockets are in alignment that your wheels are also in alignment. The
aluminum bar makes very easy to verify the alignment after chain adjustment. The best way I
have found to tighten the chain is to first loosen the bolt that retains the brake shield, then
loosen the two axle nuts just part way. Use a block of wood against the nut and gently tap it
back with a wood mallet. If your nut tension is just right the axle will move easily and retain the
new position. Move both nuts equally and recheck for alignment with your aluminum bar before
tightening. You will be amazed at how little you have to move the axle to tighten up a loose
chain. Many Cushman hubs are not entirely concentric. You should always rotate the rear wheel
and check the tightness of the chain as the rear sprocket goes around. You may find one spot
that is much tighter than any other and if so this must be the point at which you adjust the
amount of slack in the chain. Failure to do this can cause the chain to become extremely tight at
that point and cause excessive wear. The Machinery Handbook says that a chain should have a
little bit of slack but that too much is very harmful. A new chain will stretch quite a bit at first so
check it often. When installing the master link always orient the keeper with the open end
trailing so that an obstruction cannot knock it off What is the Best Gasoline to Use? How much
tire pressure should I use. Here is another area where there is a large disagreement about what
is correct. Most Cushman tires are rated for about 30 to 32 pounds per square inch of pressure
so you should never exceed this. Many knowledgeable people feel that perhaps 26 to 28 pounds
is about right. If you are carrying a passenger you should use the full 30 to 32 pounds. Higher
tire pressures mean less rolling friction so you fast guys will want the maximum. Check them
often because they are famous for leaking down. A low front tire will cause instability when
turning and may lead to an accident. How About Larger Tires? There are a wide selection of 10
and inch motorcycle type tires available and in general they are much safer than Cushman tires
because they are rated for higher speed operation. The 10 or inch figure just gives the rim size
and there is a wide variation between the diameters of the tire used on these rims. Some of the
inch tires are very little larger in diameter than the Cushman tires and they will fit nicely in the
front fork and under the rear fender. How do I repair a Disc Clutch? The Disc Clutch used by

Cushman is very reliable but it may need new linings or replacement bushings. I have
reproduced a Cushman Technical Bulletin on this subject issued in February, that is very
comprehensive. It is too long to present on this page so please click the link to view the
information. Two manufacturers make kits to go on the Eagle to allow electric starting of the
engine. Dennis Carpenter Industries makes one that mounts on the floorboard and has a belt
that goes to the clutch pulley. Most of the vintage Cushman dealers sell this starter. It has a
unique small pulley that completely disengages the drive belt after starting. I have used two of
these kits. One was put on a eagle and it works pretty well, except that the starter often stalls
and requires that you turn the key off and back on. It does always manage to start the engine.
The other was on a highly hopped up high compression 8 Hp engine and it could not start it
reliably and it was removed. There are versions for the Eagles with the flat floor pan and for the
Eagles with the raised floor pan. Carpenter suggest removing the kick starter on the raised floor
pan model, but if you are very careful it can be left in place to be used in an emergency. It takes
a very careful controlled kick because the starter lever bottoms against the starter motor. Using
these starters requires that you charge the battery fully before riding or that you modify the
lighting system to provide a small charging current to the battery. You can find more
information on this at this web site. Check the Technical Index or use the Site Search. The other
is a starter-generator combination kit marketed by Nevil Swigart and is much like what is used
on a gasoline golf cart. It mounts behind and below the seat and has a belt down to the clutch
pulley. It stays engaged at all times and provides a significant charging current for the battery
after the engine starts. Your shopping cart is currently empty. If you would like to make a
purchase today, add items to your shopping cart. Search Term. Advanced Search. PU Instruction Manual, Electric, '' Factory Instruction Manual for to Electric three wheel Cushman
industrial models series , , , and Golfster models series , , , PU - Service Manual, Gas, '' PU Service Manual, Electric, ' PU - Service Manual, Electric, '' Also to with the 22 hp OMC engine.
PU - Service Manual, Elecrtric, '' Factory Service Manual for to the Cushman four wheel electric
Titan industrial models , , and Login to enhance your online experience. Login or Create an
Account. Shopping Cart. Recently Viewed Items You have not viewed any items recently. Your
Shopping Cart Your shopping cart is currently empty. Main Menu. Quick Store Search. Brand Of
Cart. Online Store Menu. Service Manuals Cushman Service Manuals. Account Menu. View
Mobile Site. Exec Time: 0. PU - Service Manual, Elecrtric, ''83 Factory Service Manual for to the
Cushman four wheel electric Titan industrial models , , and Old Cushman electric vintage and
electrical questions. So I posted this on another cart site, which I thought I'd mention in case
some of you are on both. I hope posting on both isn't taboo, but I figured I'm more likely to
catch fish with 2 lines fishing I just bought a "fixer-upper" Cushman 36v electric. I want to get it
working properly so my kids can drive it over to grandmas house and heaven knows where
else. Man they don't give those away Anyway, I've been messing with this thing and I've would
up at a few dead ends. I've also spent some time on vintagegolfcartparts. I put 6 new 6V
batteries on this thing and wired them according to all the resources I've seen. I'm getting
Someone put a new solenoid on this thing and I did some some further research to get that and
the buzzer wired properly. I also had to replace some copper bars on the accelerator plate
forgive my ignorance of proper nomenclature , and put a new key switch on it. I kicked the thing
on and holy smokes it actually runs. But then come the weird things that I don't understand: 1 I
have tried my best to determine the model and vintage, but I'm stumped. But my tag doesn't
seem to have the proper info. My tag or "nameplate" which is located where the literature says it
should be says "Cushman" and "". As best I can tell. It's somewhat damaged and difficult to
read, but there definitely aren't any other numbers. I have looked repeatedly where the literature
says to find the serial number 2 different places on the cart but there is nothing. I even got my
brightest light, cleaned the surfaces well, and then went so far as to wire wheel the paint off. I
can say that everything on this cart looks identical to the photos for electric models on the
website at the link I posted above. So honestly I can't tell you guys what this thing is, but it
appears it maybe in the range of 2 the cart still tries to "go" when the accelerator is not being
pushed. It appears to me that it the pedal and associated linkage is returning to the fully
retracted position, but I see there is still a contactor in that position and current is still being
applied to the motor. Now I would have thought no pedal would mean no power applied. I'd
really like to find out if this is normal or if it means there's a problem So the thing runs, but as I
mentioned earlier, it wants to go all the time and lastly, the buzzer, which the literature calls a
"brake buzzer" activates any time the brake is pressed. Provided the key is on. Likewise, the
buzzer activates if my butt isn't on the seat and depressing a little lever under the seat which I
also don't really know the purpose of. Now I've seen carts with reverse buzzers, but never one
that buzzes anytime you press the brake. So I know that was long-winded but that's my story
and I'm hoping you all might shed some light on my issues. Thanks in advance. Today BGW.

Sponsored Links. Re: Old Cushman electric vintage and electrical questions. If forward and
reverse lever is in between the seats and is a rotor, verse a handle, it makes it an early car, if it
has a "bull nose" front its like late 60's was the last year for the golf car. Sounds as though you
solenoid is no good. If the pedal goes to rest, it should turn off the switch in the pedal box. The
original cart used a 12 volt solenoid, powered by 18 volts. Small white wire that goes to the last
battery on the driver side rear battery. Most of the time when the solenoid failed, we just put a
36 volt solenoid in it and you move that small white wire to the passenger side front battery. It
sounds like your cart has the seat brake, which, if you get out of the seat, it sets the brake, no
need to lock the hill brake. Lever for the buzzer is under the floor board below the main brake.
Well first of all, many thanks to you for the valuable info. I can't say I fully understand
everything you've told me yet, but I'll take the lesson and study the cart and try to apply this.
Yes it is between the seats and it's a rotor, or "knob"' as I've coined it. I'd venture to say it's
"Bull-nosed", too, but I don't know what to compare it to, so I think I'll post some better pics. I
have always had struggles with solenoids, regardless of what they're on. Somebody replaced
this on in the somewhat recent past, and I really don't know if it's the proper one or if it's
functioning properly, and it's safe to say I probably don't know how to test it. But I'm inclined to
agree with you that's a likely culprit if power is on when it shouldn't be, so thank you. I'm
certainly willing to invest in a new 36V solenoid and wire it per your instructions. Anyone have
input on where to get a 36V solenoid? I'm guessing that's not an auto parts store item The brake
system still perplexes me a bit And I have noticed that the seat brake and main brake are
somehow connected, as the brake pedal moves when the seat lever is pressed. I think I need to
study the mechanism some more and try to fully understand it. So it seems logical to me to
have a buzzer to remind me that the brake is on before I try to take off. So again, I think I need to
study it some more. There must be some type of mechanical linkage that's not releasing
properly or something and causing the buzzer to go off when it shouldn't. And finally, I think I
need to test the seat brake because I'm not convinced it's applying enough brake pressure to
hold the cart on a hill. So again, thank you for all of this info. I'm going to do some replacing,
studying and testing and see what I come up with. The brake is a plate mounted back on the
differential. Passenger side, rod is threaded, tighten that to give you more holding power. You
can lock out the seat brake by lifting the seat and pushing down on the rod for the seat brake
and pushing the lock into place to hold it. Should make sense if you look at it. Chase, Post a few
photos of your cart and perhaps someone might be able to help you narrow down it's vintage.
Also post a photo of your wiring diagram that you refer to in your point 3. It will be helpful in the
trouble shooting process. Regards, 3CW. Here are a few pics and the diagram I used. I looked at
all their diagrams and this is the only one that appeared to match my electrical system exactly.
PNG If you need some of the aluminum bars that connect the resistors to the speed control
contacts, I think I have some new ones lying around. Thank you so much! This thing is older
than I am Golf Cart Guy, thank you for the generous offer. I think I'm good on the bars for now,
but I'll remember you have those. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Privacy Policy - Golf
Carts - Top. This Website and forum is the property of Buggiesgonewild. No material may be
taken or duplicated in part or full without prior written consent of the owners of
buggiesgonewild. All rights reserved. User Name. Remember Me? Golf Cart Pics. Site Sponsors.
Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Old Cushman electric vintage and electrical questions So I
posted this on another cart site, which I thought I'd mention in case some of you are on both.
Send a private message to Chase Beddingfield. Find More Posts by Chase Beddingfield. Re: Old
Cushman electric vintage and electrical questions If forward and reverse lever is in between the
seats and is a rotor, verse a handle, it makes it an early car, if it has a "bull nose" front its like
late 60's was the last year for the golf car. Send a private message to Golf cart guy. Find More
Posts by Golf cart guy. Re: Old Cushman electri
2016 chevy colorado service manual
2012 ford mustang owners manual
ford error code
c vintage and electrical questions Well first of all, many thanks to you for the valuable info. Re:
Old Cushman electric vintage and electrical questions The brake is a plate mounted back on the
differential. Re: Old Cushman electric vintage and electrical questions Chase, Post a few photos
of your cart and perhaps someone might be able to help you narrow down it's vintage. Send a
private message to ThreeCW. Re: Old Cushman electric vintage and electrical questions Here
are a few pics and the diagram I used. Attached Images. Re: Old Cushman electric vintage and
electrical questions If you need some of the aluminum bars that connect the resistors to the
speed control contacts, I think I have some new ones lying around. Re: Old Cushman electric
vintage and electrical questions 3CW, that's awesome! Similar Threads. WTB Vintage electric

motor. Vintage Cushman. Need help in identifying my vintage EZ-GO electric. Vintage stock
Cushman Golfster. Vintage Cushman GC Golfster gasoline golf cart.

